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Oceanseed Project is a science-based, results-oriented, environmental non-profit providing access, insight, inspiration, developmental empowerment and new possibilities to at-risk youth.

Oceanseed Project transforms our natural world by providing vulnerable children access to the oceans, beaches, estuaries and watersheds accompanied with mentorship and a student-centered curriculum in the humanities and sciences that compliment Common Core education standards.

In establishing their direct connection with nature, our children discover a world of new possibilities; forever improving the trajectory of their lives and that of our world.
An Oceanseed Project internship provides participant student team members with the opportunity for direct hands on access, experience and professional business education in environmental entrepreneurism, conservation and education including; federal and state regulations, finance, marketing, programs, operations and field work.

Oceanseed Project interns are provided guidance and supervision in strategic areas in support of our mission, yet given the freedom and encouragement to truly make it their own.

During the winter and spring quarters of 2013 and based on interest, background and ability, Oceanseed Project interns will be integral to completing one or more of the following organizational objectives for which their skills and area of study should be commensurate:

1. Curriculum development appropriate for 1st through 4th grade children
2. Grant identification and writing
3. Program development and budgeting
4. Marketing, writing, design and social media
5. Public speaking about nature, our mission and impact

Which binders should we place your listing in?  
X Environmental Education  __Green Building  ___Policy and Planning  ___Conservation Biology  ___Waste Mgmt/Toxics/Energy  ___Environmental Justice  Agroecology. Other?

**Prerequisites: Outline the skills and background information necessary to participate in this internship.**

Oceanseed Project internship Requirements

- Passionate about the environment, watersheds, youth and global well being
- Environmental Studies major or minor with applicable major pairing, i.e. marine biology, oceanography, education, sociology, economics, art …
- Resume and cover letter with three references
- Initial meeting with Oceanseed Project
- Internship Contract of expected deliverable(s) or contribution
- At least 6 hours a week of internship work – all or part on site
- Self transportation
- Weekly review & meeting
- Deliverable presentation
- Unencumbered access to either an Apple or PC computer with Internet, Microsoft Office, and related user skills
- Strong organizational, interpersonal and presentation skills